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Wales and the World 

The Contribution and Potential of World Heritage Sites in Wales 

 
 

2012 is the 40
th

 anniversary of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention;  the 

subject of our Cambrian Spring Meeting was chosen as an opportunity to  

celebrate and assess the Convention’s achievements, especially within Wales. 

48 delegates attended the conference, comprising Association members, 

World Heritage Site managers from Local Authorities, British Waterways, 

Cadw, the Royal Commission and ICOMOS-UK. The conference was based at 

the Bryn Howel Hotel, built in 1896 a few miles to the east of Llangollen for the 

Edwards family, the owners of a brickmaking works and connected, therefore, 

to the industrial development of the area. The house commands superlative 

views down the Dee valley to the Welsh princes’ stronghold of Castell Dinas 

Bran on the skyline. More relevant to our conference, perhaps, is the fact that 

it stands immediately adjacent to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal World 

Heritage Site. Its gardens run straight down to the canal, which enabled us to 

walk along the towpath on Friday evening and on Saturday to ride on a narrow 

boat along the canal and aqueduct, giving us a first-hand appreciation of 

Telford’s masterpiece of engineering.  

 

The hotel provided the conference venue for accommodation and for lectures 

in a hall where books and leaflets could be displayed and purchased; in 

addition we displayed a poster on Community Engagement and Blaenavon 



World Heritage Site, produced for us by Dominic Walker, our 2011 Blodwen 

Jerman prizewinner.  

 

The first World Heritage Sites in the UK were inscribed in 1986, a prestigious 

group which comprised the Castles and Town Walls of King Edward in 

Gwynedd,  Durham, Ironbridge, the Giant’s Causeway, Stonehenge and 

Fountain’s Abbey. The Welsh castles property protected the four discrete areas 

of the castles and town walls at Caernarfon and Conwy, and the castles at 

Harlech and Beaumaris, all managed by Cadw, now in the Welsh Government. 

These medieval masterpieces were seen as constituting supreme examples of 

late 13
th

/early 14
th

 century military architecture in Europe, displaying 

innovative design, artistic achievement and well documented building 

techniques.   

 

Since that first inscription, two further sites in Wales have been successfully 

nominated, as the UK’s portfolio of World Heritage gradually increases. 

Blaenavon Industrial Landscape and Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal 

represent our country’s contribution to the Industrial Revolution, iconic 

symbols of engineering innovation, technical expertise and astounding 

enterprise which had world-wide significance and influence. This conference 

examined the three current World Heritage Sites in Wales both in their 

international context and in terms of their contribution towards Welsh life 

through education, regeneration, tourism, and quality of life. It also looked 

forward to the next phase of World Heritage activity in Wales.  

 

……………………………………………………… 

 

 

On Friday afternoon, members assembled at the hotel and after viewing the 

rain with some trepidation, stoicism and optimism were rewarded by the 

rolling back of the clouds to bright sunshine. We walked along the towpath of 

the canal towards Llangollen, while Stephen Hughes and Dafydd Gwyn 

described features of the canal – cuttings and embankments, inclines and 

quarries. One of the rewarding features of towpaths is that their gradient is by 

definition imperceptible, and the newly resurfaced towpath helped keep feet 

dry; thus we were able to walk for an hour without discomfort while discussing  

 

 

 

 



 

the makeup of the canal trough, repair of towpath surfaces and canal bridges  
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After dinner back at the hotel, our President, Professor Gwyn Meirion-Jones, 

opened the conference by welcoming delegates and speaking of the 

importance of world heritage as a tool for conservation, for national pride and 

international dialogue and study, but also as an aid to inward investment and 

regeneration. He then introduced our first speaker, Susan Denyer, the 

Secretary of ICOMOS-UK and World Heritage Advisor for ICOMOS (The 

International Council on Monuments and Sites ) who spoke on  World Heritage 

Sites: The Conservation of Outstanding Universal Value across the globe.  

Firstly, she described the background to the Convention.  In 1972 an 

international treaty called the ‘Convention concerning the Protection of the 

World Cultural and Natural Heritage’ was adopted by UNESCO. The Convention 

considered that some places, because of their man-made or natural qualities, 

possessed an importance so great as to transcend national boundaries or 

groups of people and should be seen as belonging to the heritage of 

humankind as a whole. Furthermore it considered that such sites were often 

threatened by decay, damage or destruction and sought to establish an 

international system of collective protection of sites judged as possessing 

Outstanding Universal Value. States that ratified the Convention were invited 

to submit sites for consideration for inscription on this new World Heritage 

List, and in 1978 the first 12 properties were inscribed –this first tranche  
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included such iconic places as Cracow, the Galapagos Islands and the rock cut 

churches of Lalibela, Ethiopia.  

 

The success of the UNESCO Convention is manifest in that there are now 189 

State signatories and 936 World Heritage Sites throughout the globe. These are 

managed by the States in which they lie, but the UNESCO World Heritage 

Committee exerts control by the process of periodic reporting, through which 

States are required to send State of Conservation reports for inspection. 

Matters of concern may lead to Site inspections by UNESCO delegations, 

requests for remedial action and offers of assistance. Lack of appropriate 

response by the State Party may even result in eventual removal from the List, 

though this is rare and seen as a regrettable failure of the system.  

 

The World Heritage List aims to be a balanced representation of the finest 

cultural and natural sites in the world; to own such Sites is regarded as an 

accolade for the relevant State, a matter of considerable pride. Inevitably the 

aspiration towards balance and a justifiable international distribution of Sites 

has been affected by attitudes and ambitions of individual States as well as the 

resources they are prepared or able to devote to the process. The List is in fact 

far from evenly spread. Europe and North America have 48% of all World 

Heritage Sites, with Italy alone having 47 (UK has 28), while there are only 82 



Sites in the whole of Africa, 70 in the Arab States and 36 State Signatories have 

no Sites at all.  

 

Spectacular illustrations of many different sorts of World Heritage Sites were 

shown from the familiar Petra and Ankhor Wat to the agricultural terraces in 

Peru and the more intangible such as ephemeral mud tower houses at 

Koutammakou, ephemeral mud tower houses at Koutammakou, Tonga , where 

the World Heritage Site can be seen to be preserving an architectural tradition 

rather than the houses themselves. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

On Saturday, the Chairperson Sian Rees gave a brief introduction to the world 

heritage sites in Wales, and explained the format of the conference.  After the 

general lectures, each Welsh World Heritage Site was to be described 

academically and then two facets of that site would be explored in greater 

detail – such as education and access. Finally the future of world heritage in 

Wales would be explored by a lecture on the slate industry, a candidate for 

world heritage status in the next ten years. 

 

Amanda Chadburn from English Heritage then described the process of world 

heritage management in a lecture entitled World Heritage: The UNESCO 

Convention and its Implementation. The UNESCO World Heritage Convention 

was adopted by UNESCO forty years ago with the laudable ambition of 

preserving the most important cultural and natural sites throughout the world 

for the benefit of humankind. Inevitably, the difficulties associated with 

nomination, assessment, inscription and subsequent inspection has led to a 

plethora of regulation, guidance and committee structures that can seem 

daunting. Amanda, responsible for the Stonehenge World Heritage Site 

described the implementation processes of the Convention though the World 

Heritage Committee, its powers, the impacts of its decisions, and the strengths 

and weaknesses demonstrated by the Convention over its forty year lifetime. 

 

The latest addition to Wales’ (and still the UK’s) World Heritage Sites is 

Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal. Similar to Blaenavon in that, at some 11miles 

long, it is quite a large property, it was, however, the product of a single 

engineering project, built over a thirteen year period between 1795 and 1808. 

Its use as a feeder canal for the Ellesmere Canal to the east, and for 

transportation of raw materials from North Wales’ industries, was relatively 

short lived but the influence of the techniques used in its manufacture 



revolutionized techniques in canal building, the employment of iron in 

construction, and methods of project management throughout the world. 
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Peter Wakelin, the Secretary of the Royal Commission on the Ancient and 

Historic Monuments of Wales, was the first speaker to describe this, our ‘local’ 

World Heritage Site. He was closely involved with the nomination and 

successful inscription of Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal, arguably the 

greatest masterpiece of engineers Jessop and Telford.  

He described how it was constructed to take water from the River Dee at 

Llangollen and traversed the difficult terrain of the steep sided Dee valley using 

no locks but a series of ingenious tunnels, aqueducts and embankments. The 

innovative use of iron to form the trough of the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, hollow 

masonry piers to achieve its extraordinary height, the project management 

techniques employed and the final artistic appearance of the site were all 

revolutionary and impacted upon the industry throughout the world. 

 

The World Heritage badge is awarded for Outstanding Universal Value and is 

essentially a tool for conservation. Nonetheless inscription is often seen as 

having the potential to attract inward investment and development, especially 

for tourism. Judith Alfrey, head of Regeneration and Conservation in Cadw, 

talked about the Site and its Buffer Zone as Assets for  Regeneration within an 

area of some deprivation and unemployment. The Site is 11 mile long, but is 

further protected by a large Buffer Zone, the area drawn around the Site in 

order to protect its setting. This reaches to the skyline in some directions, and 

includes within its boundary areas devoted to residential and industrial 



buildings and leisure activities as well as open countryside. The closure of the 

Flexys Chemical Works in 2009 with concomitant loss of employment has led 

to a scrutiny of regeneration opportunities in this former industrial area. Judith 

described the impact of the world heritage protection on the opportunities for 

sympathetic redevelopment of the Flexys works site including the excavation 

and re-establishment of a further stretch of canal. She also described plans for 

the new visitor centre and described tools, such as  

 

Pontcysyllte aqueduct & canal
W  O  R  L  D   l H  E  R  I  T  A  G  E    l S  I  T  E

Flexsys Site Redevelopment

� 21.32 ha mixed use development (LDP)

� Adjacent to inscribed site,  

2 conservation areas and within Buffer Zone

� Historic links to Pontcysyllte Aqueduct

an canal 

� Prominent site which affects setting

Flexsys
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WHS
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urban characterization and supplementary planning guidance, which can assist 

regeneration and redevelopment appropriate for the environs of this World 

Heritage Site.  

 

Peter Birch and Kate Lynch of British Waterways, the body that owns the Site, 

then described their management work on the canal. Pontcysyllte is an 

unusual World Heritage Site in that the function of the Site for which it was 

originally constructed continues to this day, albeit in a modified form. Though 

the canal is no longer used for industrial transportation, it is now enjoyed by an 

increasing number of tourists and long boat devotees for leisure activities. 

Accordingly, the canal, aqueducts and tunnels have to conform to engineering 

regulations, which have become considerably stricter since the time of Telford. 

Maintenance of structures, be they masonry bridges, puddled clay-bottomed 

canals, gravel towpaths, earthen, wooded embankments or brick-lined tunnels, 

must be undertaken to strict safety standards but also obeying conservation 



regulations. They described some of the challenges that they face maintaining 

this World Heritage Site as the working canal that so many people appreciate. 

 

…………………………………………………………….. 

 

Cambrians then rose from their seats to walk down to the canal, where  we 

embarked on a narrow boat supplied by Jones the Boat for a trip along the 
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canal and aqueduct. Lunch was served on board with most Cambrians electing 

for the appropriate fish and chips option while Peter Birch and Kate Lynch 

pointed out specific features of interest as we passed by at close quarters. The 

views from the aqueduct were breathtaking, though not enjoyed by those who 

suffer from vertigo.  

 

When we returned from our boating adventures, we settled down again to 

hear about the second of our Welsh World Heritage Sites. Blaenavon Industrial 

Landscape, inscribed in 2000, contains within its large boundary not only 

individual sites owned and managed by national bodies, the Ironworks (Cadw, 

Welsh Government), Big Pit (National Museum and Gallery of Wales) and 

Govilon Wharf and canal (British Waterways), but also large privately owned 

tracts of upland landscape with remains of quarrying, mining and transport 

systems as well as the industrial town with workers’ housing and public 

buildings. It thus demonstrates entire processes within the iron industry, was 

relatively long lasting, being active from the 1780s to 1920s, and includes sites 

where inventions crucial for the future of the industry were made.  
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The first speaker was Stephen Hughes, Projects Director for the Royal 

Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales. Blaenavon was 

one of the places where the Industrial Revolution of the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries 

began to change the world for ever. The 13 square miles of the Industrial 

Landscape World Heritage Site contain traces of the quarrying and mining, 

transportation and processing of the iron ore and coal which fed the Blaenavon 

Ironworks, constructed in 1787. It was at Blaenavon that the Bessemer 

process, crucial to the later steel industry, was first invented. Within the World 

Heritage Site, the industrial town of Blaenavon, with its workers’ housing, 

workers’ institute, school and places of worship, reveal the social side of the  

industry.  
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Blaenavon World Heritage Site lies within the boundaries of three local 

authorities - Monmouthshire, Brecon Beacons National Park and Torfaen 

County Borough Council.  Gareth Phillips from Torfaen in his talk on The 

Protection of a Living Historic Landscape described the difficulties faced by the 

authority while attempting to satisfy the competing requirements of 

conservation, public access and development on so extensive a historic 

landscape.  The large size of the Blaenavon World Heritage Site (13 sq miles) 

presents considerable challenges to those attempting to secure its protection 

and conservation. Not only is the open landscape  full of features which 

require protection and conservation – quarries, tramroads and inclines, 

reservoirs, watercourses and tunnels – but the town itself demands the 

proactive care of its workers’ housing and public buildings. In addition, the land 

surrounding the Site sees an ever increasing demand for public access and the 

new visitor centre, shown here, provides a welcome new facility for education.  
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The management of any World Heritage Site benefits from the involvement of 

the local community. Unless the people who live in and around a World 

Heritage Site appreciate the values of the Site and feel an involvement with 

them, productive and enthusiastic management will be lacking. The recent 

Cost and Benefit Analysis of World Heritage in UK undertaken by the UK 

Government was somewhat equivocal about the benefits of World Heritage 

status overall, but there was one triumphant exception to this – the Site of 

Blaenavon. The Report emphasized the empathy and involvement of the local 

community with the World Heritage Site, its local World Heritage Day being an 

annual expression of enthusiastic participation. The Forgotten Landscapes 

Partnership is an initiative designed to sustain this involvement while 

furthering conservation aims. Steven Rogers, its project officer, described his 

essential work of fostering engagement with the community with events, 

volunteering and conservation projects.   

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

The Cambrians then had a well-earned rest over dinner, to return to an 

evening lecture, giving a perspective from outside Wales. David Breeze, after 

retirement as Chief Inspector of Ancient Monuments in Historic Scotland, was 

responsible for the successful nomination of the Antonine Wall, the latest 

addition to the trans-national Roman Limes World Heritage Site in 2008. 

 

 

 



An expert on Roman military sites throughout the world, David described the 

process of nomination of this Scottish site and its subsequent management. As 

a linear monument that varies considerably in the quality of its preservation 

along its length, the Antonine Wall presents some difficulties to those who 

would preserve, conserve, render accessible and interpret the whole site to an 

acceptable standard. Its sister monument, Hadrian's Wall, already part of the 

Limes World Heritage Site, continues to present similar challenges, and the 

desirability of adopting a common management system over the whole  
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international Limes Site in countries where different attitudes toward 

conservation prevail adds a further layer of complexity. 

 

 

……………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 



 

On Sunday, attention was turned to the final World Heritage Site in Wales, the 

Castles and Town Walls of Edward I in Gwynedd.  The chair was taken by 

Frances Lynch Llewellyn who introduced Jeremy Ashbee, Head of Historic 

Properties at English Heritage, to talk about his recent re-evaluation of the 

castles.  
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The inscription of the Castles and Town Walls of King Edward in Gwynedd in 

1986 marked the entry of Wales into the World Heritage community. 

Masterpieces of medieval military architecture, the four structures at 

Caernarfon, Conwy, Harlech and Beaumaris demonstrate Edwardian 

determination to stamp authority over this area of Wales. Their designs show a 

brilliant employment of military features to meet the requirements for defense 

and supply, and their display of sheer might and prestige, coupled with an 

evident awareness of aesthetic considerations, is awe inspiring. Nonetheless, 

questions remain as to their effectiveness. Beaumaris and Caernarfon 

remained unfinished as Edward switched his attention to campaigns in 

Scotland, and the monarchs for whom these splendid edifices were created, as 

palaces as well as defensive structures, rarely actually visited them.  The town 

walls at Conwy and Caernarfon show another aspect of these structures - their 

importance as administrative centres. All four castles originally had – and still 

have – attached towns and an examination of the interaction between castle 

and town raises issues of community and identity that remain to this day. 

 

Kate Roberts, Cadw’s Senior Inspector for North Wales, then took up the 

challenge of describing projects of refurbishment on the castles. The current 



fashion for using ruinous structures creatively to enhance visitor understanding 

and enjoyment is inevitably a controversial one in that such projects may 

contribution to or conflict with the tenets of conservation required by the 

status as a World Heritage Site. The magnificent castles of Caernarfon, Conwy, 

Beaumaris and Harlech  are of a scale that maintains them as the dominant 

features within their towns even now, some 700 years after their construction. 

Their contribution to the present day communities and the modern townscape 

is therefore an important consideration to planners, townspeople and tourists. 

They are extraordinarily well preserved, due partly to their continuing use in a 

variety of different guises through the centuries, from gaols to museums; this 

invites us to consider refurbishment and reconstruction as their relative  
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completeness allows a good understanding of their original form . Cadw is 

considering an ambitious project for re-roofing and flooring the gatehouse at 

Harlech as well as redesigning the car park and entrance to the castle by the 

provision of a new bridge. The refurbishment of the old hotel building gives 

opportunities for a better situated visitor centre and refreshment area.  

 

 

The potential for education is an aspect of World Heritage Sites that is taken 

increasingly seriously by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee. Adrienne 

Goodenough, Lifelong Learning Manager in Cadw, has long undertaken 

educational activities at the four castles which, with their scale, preservation 

and majesty, lend themselves to use as a resource. 



 She described her work with schools, adult 

learning and events, including art installations and storytelling, to maximize the 

potential offered by the Castles to educate and inspire. 
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…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

So much for the three established World Heritage Sites in Wales. What of the 

future? The forty years of the World Heritage Convention has seen remarkable 

changes in procedures for inscription and subsequent management. The 

difference in the complexity, and concomitant expense, of the nomination 

process between, for example, the Castles of Edward in 1986 and Pontcysyllte 

in 2009 is considerable. At the same time, the requirements of management 

and conservation and especially the realization of adverse pressures on Sites, 

such as those of development, have led to a more realistic appreciation of the 

costs and responsibilities of owning and managing World Heritage Sites. The 

Cost/Benefits study of World Heritage in UK suggested that while costs were 

high, the tangible benefits of a Site achieving World Heritage status were 

sometimes more difficult to assess.  



Despite the uncertain rewards of World Heritage, a government Consultation 

revealed that the process was still strongly supported in the UK, and 

accordingly a new UK Tentative List – or list of potential World Heritage Sites – 

was compiled in 2010. One site in Wales successfully got through the gruelling 

assessment process, and the Slate Industry of North West Wales will, we hope 

be a UK nomination for World Heritage status within the next 10 years. 

The demanding process of working up a bid for nomination has now 

commenced and David Gwyn, largely responsible for the research behind the 

Tentative List application and the author of a book on the subject, described 

the potential areas for inclusion in the nomination.  
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The awe-inspiring landscape associated with the industry comprises many 

elements, including quarries, workshops, railways, workers’ housing and 

structures manifesting the distinct social, educational and spiritual culture 

associated with the slate industry. The impact that the slate industry in Wales 

came to bear internationally, due to export of technology and expertise, was of 

foremost importance, and its influence continues in our own day.  

 

The conference then concluded with a discussion, often spirited, on the hopes 

for the Slate Industry candidature, the capacity of much loved ruins to tolerate 

reconstruction and the strengths and weaknesses of our planning system, 

especially in view of the government’s proposed changes, for resisting 

inappropriate development affecting setting. There was support for the 

establishment of a Welsh World Heritage liaison body to discuss matters of 

mutual concern. 


